
Should jury trials be axed to save 
lives during coronavirus?
Bigger courts may be used to allow distancing but some think the risk is too high

The Old Bailey in London is one of the courts identified as suitable for social distancing
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Ministers and senior judges are considering plans to get jury trials back on track

as soon as the lockdown is loosened by using large courts in which social

distancing could be observed.

Trial by jury has been the cornerstone of the British criminal justice system for

centuries, but the pandemic halted all crown court trials seven weeks ago. While

courts sit empty, the pre-lockdown backlog of more than 37,000 cases is rapidly

increasing. Robert Buckland, the lord chancellor, has indicated that he is keen

for trials to restart this month.

A working group chaired by the High Court judge Mr Justice Edis and including

representatives from the legal profession, government and prison service is

looking at plans to use larger courts that would enable participants to follow

social distancing guidance.

“The plans will place the judge, jury, advocates and defendant in one large court,

the public, press and others in another court, with a live feed, and enable the

jury to have a large room for its deliberations,” a spokesman for the judiciary

tells The Times. The courts identified so far include the Old Bailey in London

and CardiN crown court.

On Monday Judge Martin Beddoe said that he expected the high-profile Unaoil

corruption trial, which was suspended in March, to resume next week, moving

from Southwark crown court to the Old Bailey. It involves a plot to increase oil

production in Iraq after the overthrow of Saddam Hussein.

Richard Wright, QC, the leader of the northeastern circuit, suggests in a

comment article for The Brief, The Times’s weekly legal aNairs bulletin, that the

size, design, disrepair and uncleanliness of most courts means most of the estate

would be unsuitable.

The justice system, he says, should “take a leaf out of the NHS’s book” and use

large empty public buildings to create “Nightingale” courts.

Justice, a law reform think tank, has run three experimental fully remote jury

trials, with all participants in diNerent locations. An evaluation by academics of

the first two suggests that the trials worked reasonably well, but that

technological failures needed to be urgently addressed.

Jodie Blackstock, the think tank’s legal director, insists the experiments show

that all participants could safely and eNectively participate remotely and

emphasises that trials with people in enclosed buildings pose too great a risk of

infection to be justified. She accepts that remote working may not be safe or

formal enough for some trials without changes being made, but says that it could

be safely used for short cases with only one defendant.

Lord Burnett of Maldon, the lord chief justice, tells The Times that other options

include “temporarily reducing the number of jurors, judges sitting with lay

magistrates and judges sitting alone”. He says: “It is too early to form a

concluded view about which might be appropriate without knowing the scale or

duration of the problem.” Lord Burnett is not understood to have changed his

personal view that judge-only trials should not be invoked even as a temporary

emergency measure.

This week Chris Philp, a justice minister, told MPs that there was “categorically

no question at all under any circumstances of the right to jury trial being

removed”.

The Criminal Justice Act 2003 provides for judge-only trials where jury

tampering is suspected. In a comment piece for The Times on Friday, Sir Richard

Henriques, a former High Court judge, suggested that the model provided a

“simple and economical” solution to the pandemic problem.

A judge-only system was used in the so-called Diplock courts to rule on

terrorism cases linked to the Troubles in Northern Ireland. The temporary move

was supported by Lord Mackay of Clashfern, lord chancellor from 1987-1997.

Lord Mackay insists: “Judge-alone trials are perfectly just. Judges give full

reasons for their decision and provide comprehensive appeal rights.”

While many lawyers balk at the removal of trial by jury, the right of defendants

to elect trial by judge alone has been an uncontroversial aspect of some

Commonwealth jurisdictions, including Canada, Australia and New Zealand. In

Canada, says Laura Hoyano, a barrister at Red Lion Chambers and an Oxford

University law professor, electing judge-only trials is regarded as an “absolutely

crucial defence right”. She points out that in Canada you cannot “foist trial by

jury on an unwilling defendant”. There are no statistics on how often defendants

elect trial by judge only or on comparative conviction rates, but Hoyano says

that lawyers will often advise clients to choose judge-only trials in cases where

there has been negative media attention, or where there is highly complex

expert evidence or a legally technical defence being run.

Compared with “inscrutable” jury verdicts, she says that judges give reasoned

judgments that explain decisions to the public and aNord convicted defendants

expanded rights of appeal.

Lord David Anderson, QC, a barrister and former terrorism law reviewer,

proposes a hybrid solution of a judge sitting with two lay magistrates — a system

already used in the Crown Court for appeals against verdicts or sentencing in

magistrates’ courts.

Lord Falconer of Thoroton, a former lord chancellor and Labour’s present

shadow attorney-general, has called for urgent action in restarting the courts

system, but does not believe that remote or judge-only trials are the answer. “It

is imperative we move as quickly as we reasonably can and important that the

justice system is seen to be functioning — lengthy delay is not sustainable,” he

says.

Dame Vera Baird, QC, the victims’ commissioner and a former Labour solicitor-

general, is also keen for progress. She believes partially remote trials might

work, with the jury in court and others attending by video link.

Caroline Goodwin, QC, the chairwoman of the Criminal Bar Association,

dismissed as “academic” talk of judge-only trials, insisting that “only investment

in the court budget” would address lengthy delays in the system.

Moves to cut jury sizes or introduce judge or remote trials would require the

passing of primary legislation, which could be tricky because parliament is not

yet in a position to vote on new laws.
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